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Not long after they left the resort, Samuel noticed that somebody appeared to be following 

them. A person had been sneaking around when they left the hotel. 

” It appears that the two people on the aircraft are mosting likely to take revenge on us. Just 

how could they pertain to us so soon?” Samuel whispered to Qi Yiyun. 

Qi Yiyun transformed her head and saw Donghao’s figure in the group. It was only a back, 

exactly how could Qi Yiyun not recognize him? 

Donghao had actually met Samuel in the ring. If Samuel could see his face plainly, he would 

definitely be suspicious. 

” What should we do?” Qi Yiyun asked Samuel. 

” It does not matter. Simply pretend you don’t understand anything. If he really dares to do 

it, we can simply run faster,” Samuel claimed with a smile. 

 

When both reversed and continued to stroll forward, Qi Yiyun silently made a gesture with 

her hands behind her back. 

” Must I simply run? You’re a man. Are you scared of combating?” Qi Yiyun said with a smile. 

Samuel nodded normally and said, “Have you neglected what my name is? Just how risk I 

combat with others?” 

 

Qi Yiyun grinned as well as quit speaking. He had such a deep partnership with the ring, yet 

he intentionally concealed this. It was so similar to her life trajectory, which made Qi Yiyun 

really feel an increasing number of that Samuel and she coincided type of people. 

It was stated that the very same kind treasured each other, so Qi Yiyun felt that it was 

obtaining more powerful and stronger. 



After entering a shopping mall, Samuel found that the man who had actually been following 

them had actually gone away. Perhaps it was just that Chang Lang would like to know what 

they were doing, so he did not assume much concerning it. In addition, he could not quickly 

find out the thoughts of those abundant 2nd generations. 

He’ll handle whatever comes his means. As long as others do not upset him, he will not 

offend them. 

He altered a pair of glasses for Qi Yiyun. Of course, it was paid by Samuel. Although it was 

not economical, it was just nothing. 

Then they went to eat with each other and also returned to the resort. Wang Mao called 

Samuel at dish time. Samuel felt it excessive that he almost couldn’t stand it. 

That evening, when Chang Lang and Dou Wei came out of bench, Chang Lang didn’t make 

Dou Wei intoxicated. He originally thought that they could invest a good night at the hotel 

tonight, yet it seemed like he had no choice but to send Dou Wei home. 

As quickly as they got in the cars and truck, the rear seats was opened as well as one guy 

rapidly got in. 

” Guy, are you fucking in the wrong car? Get out of below swiftly.” Chang Lang was already 

in a bad mood, so he normally didn’t have a great tone when he came across such a thing 

once more. 

There was a tip of a chilly smile on the man being in the rear seat. A gleaming blade was 

embeded front of Chang Lang’s neck. 

” Let’s go.” 

Chang Lang was so terrified that his entire body shivered. Dou Wei wished to leave the 

vehicle quickly but the man clinched her hair. 

” If you want to flee again, I’ll eliminate you.” That individual stated coldly. 

I’ll give you whatever money you desire,” Chang Lang said in a panic. The guy was using a 

hat, so his face could not be seen plainly, but his voice made Chang Lang really feel a chill in 

the warmth. 



” Drive, go any place I say, or I’ll assist you open your neck,” said the man. 

” Alright, alright, alright. Big Brother, do not shake your hands. My driving might be a little 

rough, so you need to beware,” Chang Lang reminded him in a trembling voice. 

Following his command, the cars and truck drove to the residential areas of Fuyang City. The 

wild without road lamps was entirely dark, and Chang Lang was nearly scared out of his wits. 

Dou Wei’s face had currently turned pale. She had actually never ever been robbed 

previously, so she was extremely scared. 

” Quit.” In a barren place, that individual said. 

Chang Lang stepped on the brake and also stopped the car progressively. After that he 

claimed, “Sibling, whatever you desire, I’ll give it to you. If you such as this lady, you can just 

take her and also have fun with it.” 

Hearing this, Dou Wei’s arm or legs were already weak, yet it couldn’t stop her from flaring 

at Chang Lang. She stated heavily, “Chang Lang, what are you talking about? Are you still a 

male or otherwise?” 

“Don’t talk nonsense, Dou Wei. It’s your honor to have this Big Brother take a fancy to you.” 

In order to conserve his life, Chang Lang did not appreciate what Dou Wei thought about 

him. 

 


